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Grab a beaker, pick up your whisk, and get ready to cook up some solid science. Using food as our

tools (or ingredients!) curious kids become saucy scientists that measure, weigh, combine, and craft

their way through the kitchen. Discover dozens of thoroughly-tested, fun, edible experiments,

sprinkled with helpful photos, diagrams, scientific facts, sub-experiments, and more. And the best

news is when all the mad-science is done, you're invited to grab a spoon and take a bite -- and

share your results with friends and family.
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Did you know that there is a science to cooking? When it comes to mixing ingredients it isnÃ¢Â€Â™t

always exact science is it?This incredible edible guide for foodies will have young scientists making

ice cream in a bag, ricotta cheese and even baked Alaska. While young readers are creating

edibles they will also learn how these food items are processed through science. Readers will learn

about mixing and un-mixing, emulsifying liquids, spreading solids and liquids and so much

more.There is a really cool section called Popcorn Blast. It involves a gas pressure explosion. The

science part of cooking popcorn is the moister inside the tiny kernel. When the kernel gets hot in the

pan the molecules inside move faster and farther apart. As a result the pressure building inside

causes an explosion. Tasty popcorn thatÃ¢Â€Â™s fluffy and white is the end result.Engaging



photos, diagrams and scientific facts will keep teens, casual cooks and anyone else wanting to learn

more about the science of food engaged. Readers can utilize this tool to better understand how and

why we prepare foods the way we do. Kids will have fun learning chemistry, biology, and simple life

science. The back of the book has a glossary, a section on science standards and website links for

further learning. Parents and teachers will approve of this great foodie tool.

This book is basically a recipe book for kids that teaches them about chemistry, biology and life

science. They learn all sorts of things from pH scales to osmosis all while using food as their tool.

The sections are divided into mixing and unmixing, solids, liquids, and Yum!, It's a gas, actions and

reactions and biology in your kitchen.The pictures are spot on and help guide kids through the

process. The book gives you the list of supplies and ingredients and step by step instructions. There

are also safety steps and advice for when a parent is needed. Of course, the science scoop is also

given for every single recipe, so kids know what's happening and can look for the expected

results.So, of course I had to give it a try as part of my review. My son picked out the one recipe he

wanted to try, baked Alaska, which teaches about insulation from heat. We followed all the steps, I

suggest one extra egg white because our two didn't make enough for four cakes. (Picture to the

right).It was a lot of funny baking it by his side and it worked just as the book said it would, and of

course, it was yummy. He's already picked out his next recipe/experiment, mock apple pie.5 stars!

A gift for my grandson....he's still experimenting.

My grandkids will love this!
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